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SECTION _ A

Very short answer type. Each question carries 1 mark.

. 1. Which of the data type are not supported by python ?
a) Tuple b) List c) Dictionary d) Generics

2. Second order Runge-Kutta method is known as
' 3. The result of the statement 1g% g is

4' What is the output of the statement print str[0 : 5], if str="Hello Kerala,, ? (4x1=l)

SECTION _ B

short answer type. Each carries 2 marks. Answer 7 questions.

5. Give the difference between x - y and x == y.

6. Give Newton's forward interpolation formula.

7. Give the Tailor series expansion of sin(x) about the point 0.

8. What is meant by curve fitting ?

9. what is meant by truncation error in numerical analysis ?

10. What is meant by slicing ?
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(7x2=14)

1 1. Give the syntax of range$ function.

12. Give statements for creating matrices.

13. What is the use of imshowfl function ?

14' What is the difference between input0 and raw_inputO ?

SECTTON - C

short essay/problem type. Each carries 3 marks. Answer four questions.
15. Obtain simpson's one third rure of numericar integration.

16. Find the value of y for x = 3|from the following data :

17. Explain the different data structures in python.

18. Using Newton-Raphson method, find the root of the equation f(x) =x2_ 3x + 2.
19. Write a program for plotting logarithm function.

20' write a note on pickfe module. 
(3x4=12)

SECTION - D :

Long essay type. Answer two questions. Each carries 5 marks.
21' Explain the method or maling-u9er defined functions 

-with exampre. write aprogram to find the factorial oianuro6i'u"*Ing ,r", defined function.
22' Exprain the use of whife and for roops in python programming.
23 Create a 4 x 3 matrix and print the sum of its erements using for roop.
24' Explain the least square method.of fitting a straight line and deduce theexpressions for the constants a and b. 
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